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Abstract
Arc welding generally introduces undesired local residual stress states on engineering components hindering high-quality
performance in service. Common procedures to reduce the tensile residual stresses are post-heat treatments or mechanical surface
treatments like hammering or shot-peening. Assessments of residual stress profiles of post-weld treatments underneath the weld
surface are essential, especially in high safety exigency systems like pressure vessels or piping at power plants. In this study,
neutron diffraction is used to determine the stress profile after finish milling of an austenitic steel weld in order to verify a chained
finite element simulation predicting the final residual stress fields including milling and welding contributions. Non-destructive
measurements with spatial resolutions of less than 0.2 mm within the first 1 mm from the surface were mandatory to confirm the
finite element simulations of the coarse-grained austenitic material. In the data analysis procedure, the obtained near-surface data
have been corrected for spurious strain effects whenever the gauge volume was partially immersed in the sample. Moreover,
constraining the surface data to values obtained by x-ray diffraction and data deconvolution within the gauge volume enabled
access of the steep residual stress profile within the first 1 mm.
Keywords AISI316 . Weld . Finish milling . Residual stresses . Non-destructive neutron diffraction

1 Introduction
Welding is one of the most important processes to join components ranging from simple and small engineering

applications to huge and high safety exigence such as pressure
vessels or piping in power plants. Tensile residual stresses
usually associated with welded joints are a problem in optimum exploitation of engineering structures as they may
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compromise structural integrity and limit the component life.
In service, applied loads superimpose onto the residual stresses reducing considerably the component fatigue resistance if
they are tensile in nature. Several methods of mechanical as
well as thermal treatments—in situ and post-welding—exist,
reducing detrimental tensile stresses or even introducing beneficial compressive residual stresses [1]. While some of these
methods, for instance peening, affect primarily the nearsurface material condition [2], others like thermal treatments
may influence the residual stress field through the whole weld
depth [3–10]. However, all of these post-heat treatment processes are elaborate, rather cost-intensive or are, for example,
in repairs, difficult to realize. Industry has been investing a lot
of effort to improve the reliability of numerical simulation of
its welding processes and post-weld treatment (PWT) in order
to have a better understanding of the involved phenomena and
also to predict the residual stress state through the structure
[11–13]. This is crucial where high demand of security is
imperative such as in nuclear applications where the material
behavior of the weld may be significantly different from that
of the wrought material [14]. Within the framework of the
Task Group (TG4) of the NeT project (The European
Network on Neutron Techniques Standardization for
Structural Integrity), a three pass slot weld made from austenitic stainless steel AISI316L has been manufactured and the
mechanical characterization by three-dimensional analyses of
these residual stresses have been carried out by both experimental [15, 16] and numerical means [1]. Further mechanical
treatment of the welds like finish milling additionally influence or change the final state of the residual stress distribution
of the welded components and need to be considered and
included in the final numerical simulation. Turning, similar
to milling where the only difference is that the material stay
static, may be the most studied process in literature. Since the
early 1950s, researchers are trying to model and understand
the severe mechanical and thermal effects occurring around
the cutting edge and on the component surface. Turning is a
process involving high temperatures and temperature gradients at the surface which can generate in many cases surface
tensile residual stresses which decrease steeply with depth
reaching a maximum of compressive residual stresses in the
sub-surface layer [17–19]. New numerical simulations, using
a dedicated hybrid method, specifically setup to simulate finish turning, subsequently applied to welding, have been developed to predict the final state in the component and its
interaction with previous operations [20–22].
In this study, the effect of successive surface machining on
the tensile residual stress after welding is non-destructively determined by neutron diffraction (ND) from the surface into the
bulk using as a case study the austenitic stainless steel NeTTG4 round robin sample. In order to resolve the steep stress
gradient close to the surface, one would need a small gauge
volume in neutron diffraction experiment. However, the coarse

grain nature of the weld as well as thickness of the sample did
not allow measurements with resolution smaller than 1 mm.
Therefore, these measurements were conducted using an as
big as reasonable gauge volume which was scanned through
the surface and consequently was not always completely immersed in the material. The strain data were corrected for spurious strains, and data deconvolution of the expected steep
strain gradients within the gauge volume were carried out according to [23]. The experimentally derived stress profile is
then compared to x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements obtained afterwards by electro-polishing layer removal technique
at the same location up to 0.5 mm in depth as well as to predictions by finite element simulations (FEM) using the hybrid
method. In addition, the neutron diffraction measurements are
compared and discussed to the original as-welded stress state.
For the determination of the stress profile using neutron diffraction in the as-welded state, the possible influence of texture and
shear stresses were also investigated and discussed.

2 Sample—welding and finish milling
The specimen was produced according to the NeT-TG4
manufacturing protocol from a block of ITER material, an
AISI type 316L austenitic stainless steel and denominated as
A2-2 [24]. The concentration of relevant chemical elements in
this steel is given in Table 1.
All TG4 specimens were cut from the same large steel plate
with similar orientation and machined to their final dimensions.
Prior to welding, the plates were 18 mm thick, 150 mm wide,
and 194 mm long (Fig. 1). The slot, to be filled with three weld
beads, was centered on the top face and parallel to the plate’s
longitudinal edge. It was 80 mm long and 6 mm wide at the
bottom, with a width of about 10 mm at the top. After machining, the samples were heated to 1050 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min to
relief stress. This temperature was held for 45 min, and then, the
sample was subsequently furnace-cooled to 300 °C. A detailed
microstructure characterization can be found elsewhere [15, 16].
A semi-automated Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding process
was used to deposit the three weld beads on top of each other.
The x, y, and z directions correspond to the transverse, normal,
and longitudinal directions of the weld, respectively (see Fig. 1).
The finish milling operation was performed with tungsten
carbide tool coated with TiN layer (TCMW 16 T3 08). The
machining was done using a milling tool mounted on a milling
Table 1 Weight concentration of relevant chemical elements of the
AISI type 316L studied steel
Element C
wt%

Cr

Fe

Mn Mo

0.027 17.5 62–72 1.7

Ni

P

Si

S

2.47 12.5 0.045 0.37 < 0.3
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation
of the weld at the plate to be
measured. Measurements will be
carried out at the BD-line, the
interception line between the
plane B and plane D (throughthickness). The x, y, and z
directions correspond to the
transverse, normal, and
longitudinal directions of the
weld, respectively

head (Fig. 2a). The finish milling cutting conditions were as
follows: cutting speed 100 m min−1; feed per pass 0.45 mm
tr−1; and depth of cut 0.3 mm. Several passes were made
before the last one in order to remove the excess of welding
material (Fig. 2b).
Figure 3 shows macrostructures of the cross sections of the
planes B (a) and D (b), respectively, from the plate after welding.
Prior to the welding, the edges of the plates were machined to
obtain rectangular and parallel edges for easier and more reproducible specimen mounting for the strain measurements. More
details about the weld process and characterization can be found
in [15, 16, 25]. The new surface after machining of the weld is at
1.6 mm depth relative to the initial weld surface.

3 Finite element modeling
Welding simulations require heat transfer and microstructure
modifications, in order to obtain accurate residual stresses,
Fig. 2 a Milling tool mounted on
a milling head. b NeT-TG4,
international benchmark weld
plate after several passes of finish
milling and by last machining
state

and the whole structure model is often necessary in order to
take into account its global stiffness. Details of the welding
finite element simulation of the round robin sample can be
found in the study of Muränsky et al. [25]. The close agreement between finite element simulation of Muransky et al. and
experiment results without the need to use adjustable scaling
parameters clearly validates the model.
On the other hand, the simulation of turning using the hybrid method is a local approach that considers only a small
part of the workpiece [20]. Moreover, the main effect of machining is expected near the surface, and consequently, the
mesh size in this area needs to be very small for the FEM
simulation. Finally, considering the heat rate and maximal
temperature reached during turning, the effect of metallurgical
transformations is neglected for the turning simulation. On the
contrary, a dependency with the deformation rate is required.
The following paragraph will describe the procedure to transfer initial stress state fields after welding as initial states for the
machining calculation. The mesh size for welding is about
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Fig. 3 Cross section of the weld
at the plane B (a) and D (b)
respectively of the NeT-TG4,
international benchmark plate
described in detail by Smith et al.
[15]

1 mm in every direction whereas the mesh for machining
requires a refinement near the surface down to a few micrometers under the machined surface. Therefore, the number of
degrees of freedom for turning simulation is about six times
the one required for welding even if the total dimension of the
model is about twenty times smaller than the welding bead
length.
In this study, the effect of machining is tested on the middle
section of the welding joint. At this location, the welding has
reached a steady state. Since all the calculations are performed
assuming the small displacement hypothesis, only plastic deformation and hardening variables are required for mapping.
The procedure to start from the welding simulation is as
follows:
&
&
&
&
&

data transfer from the welding model to the local model
including the excess of bead material from welding,
balancing of the results,
trimming the excess bead over the plate reference top
surface,
balancing of the results,
machining simulation.

The machining simulation considers the following
conditions:
&
&
&

cutting speed, Vc = 100 m/min
depth of cut ap 0.3 mm
feed per pass, f = 0.3 mm/rev

Simulations of five passes are made on the local model. In
order to chain simulations, the same material laws are considered and a dependency to the plastic strain deformation is
added to account viscous effects during turning operation
[21, 22].

4 Diffraction measurements

determined using Mn Kα x-ray radiation with wavelength of
2.10314 Å, and the detector was at the 2θ position of 152.8°.
The measurements were conducted in longitudinal and transverse directions. A pinhole collimator of 2 mm was used in the
incident beam. The diffraction analysis was performed at the
top surface, and it was continued in depth by material layer
removal in steps of 5, 15, and 30 μm until a penetration depth
of 200 μm was reached. From here, material removal was
carried out in steps of 100 μm until the final depth of 400
μm. Data acquisitions were made for 8 ψ angles between ±
30° in theta mode using a Proto XRD machine.
Radiocrystallographic elastic constants of (1/2) S2311 = 7.52
E−6 (1/MPa) and −S1311 = − 1.80 E−6 (1/MPa) were used to
calculate the residual stresses [27].

4.2 Neutron diffraction
The neutron diffraction measurements were carried out at the
instrument STRESS-SPEC. This diffractometer is optimized
for strain [27] and texture analysis [28]. Initial texture measurements on the base material were carried out using a
Ge(311) monochromator (λ = 1.26 Å) and the robot setup of
STRESS-SPEC. Pole figures of the γ-Fe {111} and {200}
were collected from cuboids (5 × 8 × 6 mm3) of the parent
material. The cuboids were completely bathed in the neutron
beam. For all residual stress measurements, the Si(400) monochromator was selected at a take-off angle of 2θM = 75.90°
yielding a wavelength of approximately 1.67 Å. The diffraction peaks of the γ-Fe {311} for the selected wavelength
appears at ca. 2θS ~ 101.0°. Diffraction data were collected
with a 3He-PSD detector with 1-mm resolution and 256 × 256
mm2 dimensions [29]. Two different types of strain measurements were performed. The original TG4 three pass weld
specimen A2-2 was measured along the BD-line through the
depth of the sample using a relatively coarse step size to determine the as-welded stress state and identify the main strain
directions. Then, the strains of the subsequent machined sample were measured along the main stress components determined previously for the as-welded state.

4.1 X-ray diffraction
4.2.1 Main axis of stress tensor
The XRD stress analysis was performed according to the
European Standard, NF EN 15305 (April 2009) [26]. Peak
displacements of the γ-Fe {311} diffraction plans were

In the study of residual stresses in welds, the common assumption is that the welding direction defines the principal
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components of the stress tensor. However, several authors
have suggested that close to the weld start and stop regions
as well as in the weld material, the principal component directions could be quite different from the geometrical parameters
imposed by the welding process [16]. To verify if the main
weld axes are indeed identical to the orientation of the principal stress components at the selected measuring position, measurements in the central part of the weld were carried out to
determine the full stress tensor in the machined TG4 specimen
along the BD-line. A gauge volume of 2 × 2 × 2 mm3 was
used for the measurements. The elasticity constants of E311 =
175 GPa and ν311 = 0.31 were used to calculate the respective
residual stresses [30]. The sample was mounted in the 90°
cradle of STRESS-SPEC to allow arbitrary sample orientation
with respect to the scattering vector in order to determine the
full 3D stress tensor. As the sample is relatively coarsegrained, the sample was oscillated by ± 5° around the scattering vector in order to improve grain statistics. To evaluate the
residual stress by neutron diffraction, the strains must be measured in at least six independent directions. The specimen
orientations are listed in Table 2.
Altogether, nine points were analyzed starting at a depth of
1 mm beneath the surface. A step size of 1 mm was used until
3 mm in depth, and afterwards, a step size of 2 mm was used
until 15 mm depth.
4.2.2 Main directions residual stresses
The residual stresses in the main directions are calculated according to the following equation:
σi ¼

E hkl
vhkl E hkl
εi þ
∑ ε j; j
ð1 þ vhkl Þð1−2vhkl Þ
ð1−2vhkl Þð1 þ vhkl Þ j

¼ 1; 2; 3 and j≠i
where σi and εi are the principal stresses and strains. Ehkl and
νhkl are the Young modulus and Poisson ratio for the direction
perpendicular to the {hkl} diffraction planes. For the aswelded sample, the gauge volume was defined by a discrete
variable primary slit and radial collimator with a full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 2 mm in the diffracted beam. In
transverse and normal directions, the gauge volume was set to
Table 2 Choose angles
to have the six measured
independent directions

Position

φ[°]

χ[°]

ω[°]

A
B
C
D
E
F

0
0
0
0
− 12
− 20

180
150
180
90
170
105

0
0
90
0
0
0

2 × 10 × 2 mm3 while for the longitudinal direction, a 2 × 2 ×
2-mm3 gauge volume was used. Here the measurements were
conducted in steps of 1 mm, where 15 points along the plate
cross section were acquired. For the welded and subsequently
machined sample, a 1-mm radial collimator was used in the
diffracted beam instead. Here the transverse and normal directions were acquired using a gauge volume of 1 × 10 × 1 mm3,
and in the longitudinal direction, a 1 × 5 × 1-mm3 gauge
volume was defined. In both experiments, oscillations were
mandatory to reduce detrimental effects on the measurements
due to coarse grain material nature, a well-known problem in
case of diffraction-based residual stress measurements in austenitic welds. Without oscillations, quite poor measurement
statistics are achieved, since at any time, only a few grains
are correctly oriented for diffraction. For the welded sample,
a continuously ± 3° oscillation was used. In case of the machined sample, a different approach was implemented.
Depending on the measuring depth position, the sample was
rotated around the scattering vector ± 6° or even ± 11° in
discrete steps of 1°, thus yielding 13 and 23 independent measurements, respectively. These were fitted individually and a
final value for the strain calculated on basis of this results. In
this sample, due to the very coarse grains in the weld region,
oscillations of ± 11° were mandatory for measurement position down to around 800 μm, to obtain reasonable statistics.
From that point onwards, measurements with ± 6° oscillation
were sufficient to obtain the desired statistics. The step size of
the measurement positions in the machined sample was
0.1 mm form the surface down to 1.5 mm. From there, the
step size was increased to 1 mm through the plate cross section
until 12 mm in depth.
Reference cuboids were measured to calculate the reference values, 2θ0. One cuboid was taken from the parent material (austenitic steel AISI 316L extracted from the plates as
received and after the stress-relief heat treatment), the second
one from the top of the weld, and the last one from the bottom
of the weld. Each cuboid has a volume of 5 × 8 × 6 mm3 and is
produced by gluing together four small sub-cuboids with dimensions 5 × 4 × 3 mm3 (see also [16]).
4.2.3 Evaluation of intrinsic strain distributions
The neutron experimental data are analyzed using the semiempirical method proposed by Saroun et al. [23, 31]. The
method provide tools for analysis of residual strains whenever
measurements close to a surface are performed and pseudo
strains must be accounted for. The method treats pseudo
strains due to partial immersion of the sampling volume in
the sample, and can also be used in case of steep intrinsic
strain gradients. The method employs a convolution method,
which uses sampling points produced by Monte Carlo raytracing simulation [32] of the diffractometer within the gauge
volume, to model smearing effects by the instrumental
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response, e.g., wavelength spread within the incident beam,
geometrical and peak clipping effects [33, 34]. Each point has
all available information about a scattering event: position,
initial and final neutron wave vector, probability and lattice
spacing value, dhkl, associated with this sampling point. This
sampling distribution is then reused, to carry out the convolution with any sample shape, position, orientation, and strain
distribution. The sampling distribution is defined by a list of
coordinates of possible scattering events, including the depth
under the sample surface, i; the probability of the event,
; and the associated instrumental peak shift, usually called
spurious strains, . Given the intrinsic distributions of lattice
strain ε(z) and scattering probability S(z), the smeared strain
distribution, εS(z), is produced as a sum over the simulated
events,
εS ðzÞ ¼ ∑i pi Ai S ðz−zi Þ½εðz−zi Þ þ ϵ i 

ð1Þ

where Ai is the beam attenuation factor calculated for each
event from the neutron trajectories and sample geometry.
More details can be seen in [35]. Using the model to fit, the
observed intensity profile yields the necessary free parameters, such as the real gauge volume size, surface position,
and attenuation coefficient. Therefore, no extra calibration
measurements are necessary. However, with strong variation
of scattering probability, e.g., due to texture, plastic deformation, or composition gradients near the surface, it is not always
possible to determine the surface positions through the usual
intensity variation [35]. Like this, it must be determined
independently—in our case by optical means—and kept fixed
for the strain fits with this model.

5 Results and discussion
5.1 X-ray diffraction
In Fig. 4, the measured XRD residual stress profiles and full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Fe(311) diffraction
peak are plotted for the longitudinal and transverse directions
Fig. 4 Residual stress (full
symbols) and FWHM (open
symbols) profiles in depth for the
longitudinal (a) and transverse (b)
directions obtained by XRD for
the BD-line

as function of depth. The results show that the finish milling
introduces compressive residual stresses just below the surface from around 50 μm into the depth, highlighting considerable alteration of the initial tensile residual stress introduced
by the welding procedure. Up to about approximately 250 μm
in depth the FWHM of the Bragg reflection is broadened,
indicating work hardening [36]. The maximum values at the
surface are similar to the ones obtained by Outeiro et al. [18]
after identical turning process parameters at the same material.
At the present study, two different slops are observed, first
until around 100 μm and the second until 250 μm. The first
slope is identical to the one observed after turning [18]. The
affected depth corroborates the microstructure of an identical
parent material stainless steel AISI316L obtained under similar finish turning conditions as for the present study, see Fig, 5.
The second slop is probably related to the welding process
before the finish turning. The weld influence is still visible
from around 250 μm upwards due to the again increasing
tensile nature of the stress profile. The calculated stress errors
are around ± 40 MPa down to a depth of 50 μm and then
increase to significant higher error values up to ± 300 MPa.
This is most likely an effect of the relatively coarse grain
structure in the weld zone leading to possible peak extinction
in the sin2ψ line. This also makes XRD measurements in
larger depth in austenitic steel weld increasingly difficult and
unreliable [37].

5.2 Neutron diffraction
Initial pole figure measurements show that the texture is weak
with a multiple of randomness (m.r.d.) close to 1.0, which sets
aside texture-related effects on the residual stress measurements. Furthermore, even if the texture would be sharper, it
was shown recently in the case of austenitic cladded layers
that for the γ-Fe {311} diffraction line, the influence of the
texture on the anisotropy of the Young modulus and the
resulting residual stress values is below 10% [38].
In Fig. 6a, the shearing stresses are plotted for different
positions along the BD-line. In the figure, σ12, σ13, and σ23
are the shear stresses where the main stresses are σ11, σ22, and
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Fig. 5 Microstructure of stainless
steel AISI306L after finish
turning with cutting speed Vc =
200 m/min, depth of cut ap = 0.3
mm, feed per pass, f = 0.3 mm/rev

σ33. The main stress in transversal direction along the x-axis of
the sample coordinate system corresponds to σ11, σ22 is the
strain in longitudinal direction along the z-axis, and σ33 is the
stress in normal direction along the y-axis. The shearing components of the stress tensor are found to be small, in the order
of ± 100 MPa, see Fig. 6a. This supports the assumption that
the principal stress components are approximately aligned
with the main weld directions (longitudinal, transverse, and
normal). Moreover, the calculated torsion angles, α, β, and γ
are around 0° and 90°, confirming this assumption. The calculated residual stresses for the main directions with and without consideration of shear stress are depicted in Fig. 6b.
Comparison of the curves shows the minor influence of the
shear stresses on the values of the residual stresses. The largest
discrepancies up to 50 MPa are found in the region of the
Fig. 6 a Calculated shear stresses
for different measuring positions
along the BD-line. The zero
position is at the surface of the
weld. b Calculated residual
stresses for the main weld
directions: longitudinal (L),
traverse (T), and normal (N),
considering the measured shear
stress (dashed lines) and without
(full symbols and continuous
lines)

weld, and the weld boundaries are suggesting this to be rather
an effect of the large grain sizes in the weld.
Hence, the following strain measurements were carried out
only in the three directions coinciding with the main weld
directions, longitudinal, transverse, and normal. In Fig. 7,
the respective calculated residual stress profiles in depth along
the BD-line are shown for the as-welded and the machined
sample for the three main directions.
For the as-welded sample, the residual stress profiles, for
longitudinal and transverse directions, show tensile behavior
with a maximum longitudinal residual stress of 425 MPa and a
maximum transversal stress 225 MPa in approximately 9 and
5 mm depth, respectively. These results are in excellent agreement with the round robin study conducted on NeT-TG4 specimen at different neutron diffractometers around the world
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Fig. 7 Residual stress profiles along the BD-line for the as-welded (open
symbols) and as-welded plus machined (full symbols) samples

[15]. The stresses calculated directly from the measured
strains for the machined sample are also plotted in the same
figure for comparison. It is important to note that close to the
surface, due to the relatively large gauge volume size, the
centroid of the gauge volume does not coincide with the center
of the irradiated material [33].
The depth positions of the measurement points in the figure
are already adjusted to incorporate this geometrical shift, and
they are thus referred to as information depth. Only the measuring points in depths smaller than 1 mm were not totally
immersed in the material and had to be corrected for respective spurious strains. This is the depth until where the finite
element simulations show the steep stress variations in profile,
from tensile values at the surface, decreasing very steeply to
compression and increasing again until positive values are
reached again [21]. To allow comparisons of the surface details, the following figures show therefore only the results of
data fitting until 2 mm depth. In Fig. 8, the measured strains
and error bars are shown together with fitted curves (lines).
The strain distributions were fitted with the function εS(z)
from Eq. (1), where the intrinsic strain (z) was modeled by a
Fig. 8 Strain profiles along the
BD-line of the welded plus
machined sample for the three
main directions: longitudinal,
transverse, and normal. Points are
the neutron diffraction
measurements, and the lines are
the fits obtained for a free model
(a) and a model fixed to XRD
values at the surface (b)

set of (zj, εj) nodes set as free variables, connected by piecewise cubic polynomial interpolation. Two model settings were
considered: (a) a free model ε(z) curve determined by six (zj,
εj) nodes, and (b) a model, where the strain at the surface was
constraint to the value derived from the XRD measurement
with the remaining values down to 15 mm depth being freely
adjustable parameters as in the previous case. It is worth noting that the experimental error bars are not derived from the
fitting uncertainties of peak positions alone, but were calculated considering extra random uncertainty contribution from
the grain size statistics due to the coarse grain nature of the
weld material [39]. Very good agreement of the fits with the
experimental data was achieved in both cases; however, the
respective deconvoluted (intrinsic) strain profiles shown in
Fig. 9a show considerable differences between the two model
settings for depths smaller than about 0.5 mm.
This is especially visible for the transverse direction in the
amplitude and the surface values of the strains. This figure
also demonstrates the level of uncertainty one has to consider
when interpreting the analyzed results obtained by ND from
the surface until the bulk. Nevertheless, the achievements are
appreciable if the sample characteristics, coarse grain, and
resolution achieved are considered. Both results show compressive strains/stresses immediately beneath the surface with
a minimum around 0.3 to 0.4 mm depth. This was not as
clearly visible in the uncorrected stress profiles derived directly from the measurement data, see Fig. 7. The width of the
compressive stressed zone is roughly comparable with the
XRD results; however, the position of the minimum is about
150–250 μm deeper in the component. This is clearly an effect
of missing information in the experimental data at the depths
much smaller than the gauge volume size. When only part of
the nominal gauge volume is buried in the material, the true
sampling volume becomes smaller and actual spatial resolution is better that the nominal one (1 mm in this experiment).
However, the Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations of the sampling volume show that, in practice, the resolution cannot be
better than about 30% of the nominal value, i.e., about 0.3
mm. Features of the strain distribution on a smaller size scale
cannot be distinguished. A better result could only be
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Fig. 9 Deconvoluted residual
strain (a) and stress (b) profiles
corresponding to the fits in Fig. 9,
free model (solid lines) and
constraint model fixed to the
surface XRD value (dashed lines).
The error bars indicate 1σ
confidence limits estimated by the
bootstrap method [35]

achieved if additional information is provided and implemented as a constraint in the fitting procedure, i.e., using the results
of the XRD measurements at the surface. Uncertainty of the
exact surface position is another obstacle in the data analysis.
Because of the large grain size, the surface position could not
be determined from the usual entering scan intensity profiles
for transmission and reflection geometries. Therefore, the
sample surface was determined by optical means through a
theodolite. An uncertainty of ± 0.2 mm is typically associated
with this optical alignment method, and therefore, its influence on the fitted strain profiles was also checked. Figure 10
shows the results for the longitudinal strain component and for
sample position varied by ± 0.2 mm with respect to the optically determined surface position. In Fig. 10, it is apparent that
the form of the resulting profiles is nearly independent of the
surface positions, i.e., the amplitude of the strains (difference
from the minimum and maximum strain value), the width of
the compressive part of profile, and the tensile strain value at
the surface are roughly constant. However, the position of the
minimum in compressive stress is clearly most affected as
expected.

Fig. 10 Strain profiles along the BD-line for the longitudinal direction of
the welded plus machined sample calculated by the code, considering
different sample surfaces positions

The residual stress profiles in depth determined using x-ray
and neutron diffraction as well as the FEM simulation results
are compared in Fig. 11 a and b for longitudinal and transverse
directions, respectively. Both the original measured neutron
data points and the resulting stress profiles after deconvolution
and correction for spurious strains are shown. When the model
is constrained (i.e., the value at the sample surface is fixed to
the value derived from the XRD measurements), a steep surface residual stress gradient is observed reaching from tensile
residual stress values at the surface to compressive stresses
within a depth of approximately 300 μm.
However, the observed larger residual stress minimum
value would lead to slightly higher stress values than the
compressive yield strength of the material of approximately 310 MPa. Comparable compressive residual stress
values have been already experimentally registered in similar materials, AISI316L and AISI316, and can be justified
if the materials undergo plastic deformations [40]. Due to
the sample characteristics, mentioned above, and the respective uncertainty on the surface position assessment,
the neutron analysis presented in the above figure is closer
to the XDR results if the surface misfit would be + 0.2 mm.
When the constrained model is used the absolute values of
stress show clearly good agreement at the surface, however, transverse direction seems to overestimate the compressive residual stress. On the other hand, the unconstrained
model yields absolute values consistent with all other analysis, except for values right at the surface, illustrating ND
limitations. The underestimation of the longitudinal residual stress by the FEM simulations can be due to the use of
available experimental 2D orthogonal cutting forces instead of real present repartition of 3D pressures cutting
forces, reproducing better the real mechanic. This is still
under investigation.
The quantitative differences observed between the experimental profiles and FEM simulations can be distinctly justified depending on the analysis method. Despite the observed
differences, all experimental methods picture the same residual stress profile form as the FEM simulation: tensile residual
stresses at the surface, a steep residual stress gradient in depth

Int J Adv Manuf Technol
Fig. 11 Longitudinal (a) and
transverse (b) residual stress
profiles along the BD-line of the
welded plus machined sample
measured by x-ray and neutron
diffraction. Comparisons with
finite element modeling and
neutron spurious strain
corrections and data
deconvolution within the gauge
volume are as well pictured

reaching a maximum compressive residual stress underneath
the surface, for depths smaller than 0.3 mm and tensile residual stress at a depth of approximately 1 mm [21].

in the article's Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a
credit line to the material. If material is not included in the article's
Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this
licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

6 Conclusions
In this study, a finite element model by successive chained
simulation using a new hybrid method was experimentally
verified by diffraction means using x-ray and neutron diffraction. Experimental determination of the residual stress profiles
for the main directions (longitudinal, transverse, and normal)
in order to predict the final residual stress fields including
finish milling after welding was possible. For the first time,
experimental assessment of the residual stress profiles through
a welded plate cross section, from the surface into the bulk,
was possible non-destructively and with high spatial resolution using the neutron diffraction method. The results show
that, apart from the first few microns, the mitigation of the
tensile residual stresses after welding is achieved by finish
milling. Therefore, depending on machining parameters, previous welding conditions, and design considerations, the extension of beneficial compressive residual stresses plateau can
be exploited in future welding applications.
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